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Since its establishment in 1986, KASCO group has 
operated as a trading enterprise with a diversified 
international business portfolio and investments. Today, 
it spans the region with wide range of interests that 
varies from; oil and gas trading, shipping and marine 
services, transportation and logistics, to real estate and 
hospitality, all with the privilege of working with some of 
the most renowned companies in the world, lead KASCO 
group to become a prominent player in the international 
trading industry.

Today, KASCO group became one entity merging all its 
subsidiaries and other companies that covers many 
different industries, to one that has grown beyond its 
aspirations. Through its mission, KASCO group has 
expanded its scope and has become one of the vital 
companies that provides specialized solutions to many 
sectors in the region through operating and managing 
its own tankers of oil tankers and managing 
transportation & logistics to these commodities through 
their own shipping and marine services, providing 
specialized solutions for different sectors in the region. 
Today KASCO group owns its fleet of oil tankers, gas 
carriers, supply and tugboats as well as buffer barges 
and world-class logistics solutions. 

The entire operation is professionally run by highly 
qualified and motivated expertise through a network of 
offices in the UAE, Iraq and abroad. Commitment and 
honesty in providing exceptional services to the 
customers have placed KASCO group in good stead and 
given them an advantage over competition in their 
pursuit of excellence.

ABOUT KASCO



 

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

OUR VALUES

Maintain and grow our reputation as a leading investment organization in its 
designated sectors in the region that is mostly admired for its people, 
partnerships and performance.

Our group’s mission is to be distinguished and recognized for supplying 
preeminent products and services in the trading, Shipping & transportation 
of the oil industry, to real estate and hospitality business, all with the aim to 
meet our clients’ needs/requirements, growth of investments and 
contribute to the development of the countries in which we operate.

Performance:
- We rely on Excellence as a core value of the Performance of our Group.

Integrity:
- We believe in honesty, reliability, ethics, and fairness with our people.

Loyalty: 
- We pride ourselves on our unwavering Loyalty that develops Healthy,
   long-lasting relations.  

Safety:
- We focus on Protecting our employees’ Health and Safety. 

Transparency:
- We manage our business with Transparency to create a Culture of Honesty.
- We work hard to build Open and Honest relationships internally & externally. 



 

OUR TEAM – LEADERSHIP

Ours is considered a comprehensive culture of continuous improve-
ment and operational excellence with a select group of individuals that 
combine exceptional talent, innovative thinking, and a passion to do 
better every day, which is why we commit to invest in providing our 
team with the tools and guidance to excel in everything they do.

Today, KASCO group is steered by an international leadership team with 
diversified backgrounds and deep experience in related businesses and 
records of achievements at every level. Our team works hard to make 
sure that we achieve our long term strategic goals, and become the 
most valued and trustworthy partner in the Middle East/Region in all 
the industries we serve.



OUR COMPANIES



OIL & GAS TRADING

KASCO Energy are committed to providing the highest standard of 
professionalism in their services that are now widely known for 
their competitiveness and reliability. Their primary goal is to be 
recognized as one of the leading operations in the region offering 
extensive experience in Oil & Gas services activities, thus bringing 
long associations with the major oil and commodities trading com-
panies in Iraq and the region.

We at KASCO Energy provide extensive consultancy solutions in the 
oil & gas fields, KASCO Energy has been able to develop strong 
relations with local and regional markets in trading and transport-
ing millions tons of oil refined products. We strive most of all, apart 
from gaining clients, to building long lasting relationships with 
many partners, and to deliver outstanding services that are tailored 
uniquely to each and every client. 

Our excellent, customer relationship network, product range and 
sales and marketing team are our strong pillars for business 
growth in KASCO Energy, in addition we are official agents of major 
oil commodities and our plans is to enhance our investments in this 
important business area to bring further improvements in services 
to our valuable clients. Our success is mostly driven by our people 
and their commitment to get the best results by operating responsi-
bly, implementing with excellence, applying innovative technologies 
and capturing new opportunities for profitable growth.



SHIP MANAGEMENT

SHIPPING & MARINE SERVICES

Ship Management is a vital part of the maritime services, we are 
assertive in providing full range of  expert management services for 
a wide range of vessels. Our management philosophy is to focus on 
asset protection. Our staff views ship management from an Owner’s 
perspective, giving priority to safety, preventive maintenance and 
flawless operation. Whereby we work our best of our capabilities to 
ensure our fleet runs effectively. 

We provide our Ship Management customers with best-in-class 
technical management by meeting or exceeding customer and 
industry requirements. We have a long history of technical 
management, and our experienced staff make sure we achieve the 
maximum benefit from all our commercial operations and ship 
management.  We also manage and coordinate our work flow of our 
fleet of oil tankers, gas carriers, supply and tugboats as well as 
buffer barges and world-class logistics solutions. 

KASCO group subsidiary, Khor Al Zubair Shipping Co. L.L.C. today, is 
experienced in providing shipping solutions for the Oil, Gas, and 
Energy industries. 

One of the most important foundations of our work is that the 
KASCO group has an integrated fleet of vessels equipped to the 
highest standards that helps and supports us through our shipping 
services to comply with international standards in order to cover all 
our logistics operations from point of origin to delivery point.



CONSULTANCY - OIL & GAS SECTOR

TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS

We at KASCO International trade and distribute high quality of products and 
services to customers across different regions and countries.

Therefore, to conquer it all, we provide professional advice to organizations to 
guide them with the methods they need to achieve their objectives and 
complete their projects to a high tier level. Our consultancy services entails 
scrutinizing the oil market and its latest developments and examining the 
available opportunities within it, and much more all in their seamless details.  

 We complement organizations with strategic deliverables by providing the 
means to implement the recommendations providing them with the necessary 
operations and technical visions that leads to prosperous growth in business.

The success of KASCO International in its consultancy services is crowned by 
its distinguished team that monitors the market and assess lucrative 
opportunities as well as scrutinizing innovative technologies to maintain 
profitable growth and proper financial performance.

 

Whether you are transporting crude oil, petroleum products or storage areas, 
KASCO can provide the transport solution needed to effectively and 
economically manage the job. We have the capabilities and experience to 
provide petroleum cargo and equipment delivery across the region.         

We streamline your petroleum logistics through our supply chain network as 
we at KASCO manage and operate our own fleet of road tankers. Our operations 
cover logistics from point of origin and delivery that can provide the transport 
solution needed to effectively and economically manage the job, with services 
that comply with the Iraqi regulations and standards to ensure a safe passage.           

Today we pride ourselves at KASCO International with proven ability to meet 
tight shipping deadlines in the petroleum sector and a very safe mode of 
transport with simple, smooth and low-cost logistics included.



REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT

HOSPITALITY

The development of real estate is one of the most important 
fundamentals that we are working towards in order to come out 
with successful real estate units that suit the needs of the market. 
This is the base of our work, which includes the development of 
many residential, commercial and touristic areas. We add value and 
quality through enhancing developments and service units that are 
suitable to the needs of the community and target groups which 
includes all stages of real estate developments and 
implementation.   

Today at KASCO we continue to seek opportunities that meet our 
investment and brokerage benchmarks. With full property 
management and Hotel development investments in the UAE, Iraq 
and abroad, offering end-to-end services along the real estate value 
chain, from facility management to ownership and joint-ventures 
for both residence and commercial properties in Canada, Iraq and 
the UAE. We always aim to actively target properties and hospitality 
investments where we can improve both the asset and the overall 
community.       

We are taking all that is new in hospitality as we have existing 
projects of hotels in the United Arab Emirates and we are always 
striving to implement unique and modern designs of its kind

Along the lines of hospitality we value the official partnership with a 
French Food and Beverage chain in the Gulf area, as we believe that 
great chains can grow rapidly if well managed. 
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